
Peace and Joy     

this Christmas 
 

Greetings to you from the challenges of Wan 

Chai! Hong Kong has been in the news this 

autumn – the Occupy movement has been 

headline news and the plight of vulnerable 

foreign workers has been highlighted by the   

Our church has moved out of the site which it has occupied for 120 years, facing the prospect of a three year 

rebuilding. We now worship at a local Anglican School in Wan Chai. The congregations have made the move 

really well, though each week we have to set up for worship in the main hall. We have six congregations in 

four languages, English, Tagalog, Ilocano and Putonghua. I preach to them all in Yorkshire! So Sunday is a bit 

manic, but very rewarding. People have pulled together well and we 

are beginning to feel at home there now. 

The design and development of the new building is becoming more 

detailed and very exciting. We are now focusing on the design of each 

floor; worship, hall with kitchen, small group and choir rooms and 

office. The concept is to have a welcoming, sacred space to serve the 

community including a fair trade social enterprise  coffee bar and 

space for skills development and counselling. The fund raising is going 

slowly but there is much enthusiasm for the project here in Hong 

Kong. One of the things we are beginning to think about is the type of 

art inside the building and we are focusing on Chinese and SE Asia art. 

This picture above is entitled Annunciation by He Qi who is an artist 

from Nanjing, China presently working in Minnesota, USA. What has 

amazed me, in visits to churches in mainland China and HK, is that 

most Christian art I have seen depicts Jesus as an auburn hippy!  So He Qi is refreshing.  Cory and Beth 

I hope to travel to China in early January with a group from the Methodist Churches here. The aim is to meet 

church leaders in Shanghai and Beijing. However I am a bit nervous as last April with a proposed trip as part of 

the HK Council of Churches, I was refused entry! Suspicious apparently – yes, I know what you are thinking!!      
The tented village on Connaught Road, Admiralty. 

 Hong Kong is a quite remarkable place – enormously busy, 

work focused and yet with deep needs in poverty and 

powerlessness. The churches response to the Occupy 

protests have been really significant…pastoral care, open 

venues and standing alongside the students and young 

professionals. In many ways Hong Kongers overwhelming 

agree with their desire of democracy but have become tired 

of the inconvenience caused by the blocked roads in 

Admiralty, Causeway Bay and Mong Kok. The issues are 

deeper than just a view of politics and governance. It is about young people being unable to afford the 



exorbitant rents (buying is well outside the pocket of most people), marry and start a family. Jobs are available 

but the demands by employers are extraordinary. People work extremely long hours and often six days a 

week. Occupy is about lifestyle, purpose of being as well as democracy. The protests were carried out in a 

remarkable atmosphere of focused community, care for others, cleanliness on the streets as well as conveying 

a strong message.  

In contrast to the powerlessness felt by students many people come 

to Hong Kong for luxury shopping, many from the mainland. This 

Christmas, turning a corner in a glossy shopping mall, I was 

astonished to see a Citroen 2CV. Re-sprayed and with no engine, but 

taking pride of place! My more practical Dolly is doing fine in Lloyd’s 

barn in France.  

The wonderful news for our family is that we are to have a wedding 

in 2015, Beth is marrying Cory in June and so we shall celebrate in 

Winchester and later with Cory’s wider family in Kansas City, USA. Lydia is 

now a Restaurant Manager at the recently opened Ivy Grill in Covent Garden 

and is happy in central London. Tom, after a year as chef at Café Monde in 

Winchester, is setting out on a six month trip to SE Asia with Courtney his 

girlfriend, and two other friends. They start in HK…so it will be wonderful to 

see them. 

Rosie and I celebrate 40 years of marriage April 2015. 
We think that three and a half years have flown by 
since we came to HK…as for 40 years! As part of our 
celebrations we hope to visit the Philippines and  
have a family holiday in Bali in May.         
         Beth, Tom and Lydia 
             

Rosie makes a huge contribution to the children’s ministry of MIC and is currently 
running an English class for mainland Chinese young professionals, who have no 
previous contact with the Christian church. She still works as a supply teacher at the 
Kellett International Schools and this autumn has joined a Chinese painting class. 

We are home for two weeks at the end of January and of course in 
the summer. It is good to hear from you and to spend time with 
friends as they come through Hong Kong. We always enjoy the 
opportunity to become tourists again to show off the parts of HK 
we know and explore new things.  

May the hope and wonder of this Christmas season  

be yours in full measure. 

 

Howard and Rosie 

Contact details: 

In HK: Flat 16B, Monmouth Place, 9L Kennedy Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong 

In UK: 9 Edgar Road, Winchester, SO23 9SJ 

Emails:  rosie.mellor1@gmail.com  &  howard@hk-mic.org 
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